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Crystals of trans- and cis-isomers of a fluorinated azobenzene derivative have

been prepared and characterized by single-crystal X-ray diffraction. The

presence of F atoms on the aromatic core of the azobenzene increases the

lifetime of the metastable cis-isomer, allowing single crystals of the cis-

azobenzene to be grown. Structural analysis on the cis-azobenzene, comple-

mented with density functional theory calculations, highlights the active role of

the halogen-bond contact (N� � �I synthon) in promoting the stabilization of the

cis-isomer. The presence of a long aliphatic chain on the azobenzene unit

induces a phase segregation that stabilizes the molecular arrangement for both

the trans- and cis-isomers. Due to the rarity of cis-azobenzene crystal structures

in the literature, our paper makes a step towards understanding the role of non-

covalent interactions in driving the packing of metastable azobenzene isomers.

This is expected to be important in the future rational design of solid-state,

photoresponsive materials based on halogen bonding.

1. Introduction

Azobenzenes are molecules containing two aromatic rings

held together by a nitrogen–nitrogen double bond. Due to the

N N link, they exist in two stereoisomeric forms, trans and

cis, and it is possible to switch the former to the latter and vice

versa by absorption of UV–vis photons (Zhao & Ikeda, 2009;

Dhammika Bandara & Burdette, 2012). The trans-form is

usually more thermodynamically stable than the cis-form,

which is kinetically not persistent in ambient conditions

(Hoffmann, 1987; Hoffmann et al., 2008). Recently there has

been considerable interest towards long-lived cis-azobenzenes

from the perspective of making bistable systems that can be

reversibly switched with light (Bléger & Hecht, 2015; Beharry

et al., 2011; Weston et al., 2014). For example, Woolley and

collaborators, based on previous work by Herges et al.

(Siewertsen et al., 2009), reported on the exceptional

photoswitching behavior of the 5,6-dihydrodi-

benzo[c,g][1,2]diazocine (Fig. 1a) that has been used to exert a

reversible and efficient photocontrol over the conformation of

a peptide (Samanta et al., 2012). In their case the cis-form is

the more thermodynamically stable isomer. More recently

Bléger and coworkers showed that the cis-forms of some

ortho-fluorinated azobenzenes (Fig. 1b) possess an impressive

kinetic stability in solution, with cis–trans thermal lifetimes up

to several months or even a year (Bléger et al., 2012; Knie et

al., 2014).
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Bushuyev et al. have used the aforementioned ortho-

fluorinated azobenzenes to produce mechanical motion upon

irradiation of an azobenzene crystal. The mechanical motion

has been attributed to the isomerization of azobenzenes in the

crystalline state (Bushuyev, Corkery et al., 2014; Bushuyev,

Tomberg et al., 2014). Our interest in fluorinated azobenzenes

started in 2012 when we developed halogen-bonded photo-

responsive polymeric and liquid-crystalline materials,

demonstrating that halogen bonding is an efficient supramo-

lecular tool for light-induced surface patterning and photo-

alignment (Priimagi, Cavallo et al., 2012; Priimagi, Saccone et

al., 2012; Saccone et al., 2015). Subsequently, we developed a

small library of halogen-bonded liquid crystals based on

fluorinated azobenzenes that undergo a rich variety of

photoinduced phase transitions upon light irradiation

(Fernandez-Palacio, Poutanen et al., 2016). These results were

achieved thanks to the unique characteristics of halogen

bonding, namely its strength and directionality (Saccone et al.,

2013) that allow this interaction to influence the solid-state

structure even in the presence of stronger competing inter-

actions (Corradi et al., 2000). Given the fact that many intri-

guing applications, e.g. fabrication of bistable light-activated

devices and actuators (Iamsaard et al., 2016), depend on

properties of the azobenzene molecules in the solid state, it is

perhaps surprising that the solid-state structural analysis of

cis-azobenzenes is rather unexplored. A recent search

revealed that only 30 crystal structures having the azo moiety

in the cis-form are reported in the Cambridge Structural

Database (CSD; Groom et al., 2016; Bushuyev et al., 2015).

This finding confirms the significant difficulty in crystallizing

cis-azobenzenes and highlights the lack of structural infor-

mation related to these metastable systems. However,

although few, these 30 crystal structures possess some common

structural features that can be used as design guidelines for

obtaining stable cis-azobenzene crystals. Specifically, half of

the reported cis-crystals contain aromatic units that are fully

or partially fluorinated, indicating the importance of fluor-

ination in providing a kinetically persistent cis-form (Bléger et

al., 2012; Knie et al., 2014). Another important structural

feature is that all the fluorinated cis-azobenzenes are highly

symmetrical and ‘simple’, both aromatic rings being decorated

with the same functionalities (e.g. F, Br or I atoms), while not

having long pendants such as alkyl/alkoxy chains.

Obtaining crystals of cis-azobenzenes is pertinent in the

field of photoresponsive materials design, that becomes ever-

more challenging when targeting non-symmetric cis-azoben-

zenes with aliphatic pendants. To achieve this goal, and to

understand what non-covalent interactions contribute to

stabilizing non-symmetric azobenzenes in the solid state, we

focus our attention on the trans- and cis-forms of the fluori-

nated azobenzene shown in Fig. 2, labeled here TRANSazo and

CISazo. Knowing that fluorination of the ring close to the azo

group increases the lifetime of the cis-form, our aim was (i) to

evaluate whether the presence of a halogen-bond donor site

on the azobenzene unit (the I atom) contributes to stabilizing

the cis-isomer in the solid state, and (ii) to study the role of

long alkyl chains on the crystal packing of cis-azobenzenes.

The obtained results highlight the importance of halogen

bonding in the stabilization of the cis-crystal while in the trans-

crystal, no halogen bond is detected. The aliphatic chain, in

turn, acts as a stabilizing structural motif in both trans- and cis-

crystals, inducing phase segregation from the aromatic core.

Our structural analysis is complemented by theoretical

calculations that shed further light on the role of halogen

bonding and the fluorinated residue in stabilization of the cis-

isomer.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

The TRANSazo molecule was synthesized as previously

reported (Fernandez-Palacio, Poutanen et al., 2016). Its

photoisomerization properties have been studied in dilute

dimethylformamide solution upon irradiation with UV light

(365 nm), and the lifetime of the cis-isomer was found to be ca

12 days (Fernandez-Palacio, Poutanen et al., 2016). The long

cis-lifetime enabled us to obtain crystals of CISazo, upon illu-

mination at 395 nm wavelength of a concentrated solution of

TRANSazo and subsequent solvent evaporation. Single crys-

halogen bonding
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Figure 2
(a) The TRANSazo and (b) the CISazo isomers of the azobenzene studied
in the present work.

Figure 1
Examples of molecules having a kinetically persistent cis-isomer.



tals suitable for X-ray diffraction studies were obtained for

both isomers by slow evaporation from chloroform solutions.

The evaporation took place in the dark in order to prevent

unwanted isomerization caused by ambient light, especially

pertinent for obtaining the CISazo crystals.

2.2. Computational details

Geometry minimization and complexation energy calcula-

tions were performed with GAUSSIAN09, Revision D.01

(Frisch et al., 2009). The quantum theory of atoms in molecules

(QTAIM) and interacting quantum atoms (IQA) analyses

were performed with AIMAll, Version 16.10.31 (Keith, 2016).

The geometries were optimized on a potential energy surface

corrected for the basis-set super-

position error (BSSE) using the

counterpoise method implemented

in GAUSSIAN09 (Boys &

Bernardi, 1970). A frequency

calculation was performed after the

geometry minimization in order to

confirm that the obtained geometry

is a true minimum (i.e. no

imaginary frequencies). The M06-

2X/DGDZVP method was used for

geometry optimization and to

calculate the complexation energy

(Siiskonen & Priimagi, 2017). To

speed up the calculation, the long

alkyl chain was truncated to

methyl. The M06-2X/def2-TZVP

method and the atom coordinates

from the crystal structure were

used to obtain the wavefunction for

the QTAIM analysis.

2.3. Structure determination

The crystal data, data collection

and structure refinement details are

summarized in Table 1. The crystals

were mounted in inert oil on glass

fibers. Data were collected on a

Bruker Kappa APEXII CCD diffractometer with Mo K�
radiation (� = 0.7107 Å) and a Bruker Kryoflex low-

temperature device.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Structural analysis of TRANSazo

The molecule TRANSazo has been originally conceived with

the purpose of obtaining a promesogenic molecule which,

thanks to the halogen bond (Cavallo et al., 2016), would

produce supramolecular halogen-bonded liquid crystals

featuring photoinduced phase transitions (Fernandez-Palacio,

Poutanen et al., 2016). Its structural design combines halogen-

halogen bonding
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Table 1
Experimental details.

For both structures: C24H29F4IN2O, Mr = 564.39. Experiments were carried out at 103 K with Mo K� radiation
using a Bruker APEXII CCD diffractometer. Absorption was corrected for by multi-scan methods (SADABS;
Bruker, 2008). Refinement was on 290 parameters. H-atom parameters were not refined.

TRANSazo CISazo

Crystal data
Crystal system, space group Triclinic, P�11 Monoclinic, P21/c
a, b, c (Å) 7.4374 (9), 10.2935 (12), 16.536 (2) 8.5802 (16), 33.663 (5), 8.752 (2)
�, �, � (�) 105.237 (10), 101.641 (10),

95.607 (12)
90, 109.255 (16), 90

V (Å3) 1181.0 (2) 2386.5 (8)
Z 2 4
� (mm�1) 1.41 1.39
Crystal size (mm) 0.40 � 0.25 � 0.05 0.20 � 0.10 � 0.05

Data collection
Tmin, Tmax 0.553, 0.706 0.791, 0.862
No. of measured, independent and

observed [I > 2�(I)] reflections
39 236, 10 045, 8800 25 224, 5073, 3840

Rint 0.028 0.047
(sin �/�)max (Å�1) 0.822 0.650

Refinement
R [F2 > 2�(F2)], wR(F2), S 0.030, 0080, 1.07 0.037, 0.059, 1.05
No. of reflections 10 045 5073
�	max, �	min (e Å�3) 1.39, �1.72 0.57, �0.99

Computer programs: APEX2, SAINT, SADABS (Bruker, 2008), SIR2002 (Burla et al., 2003), SHELXL97 (Sheldrick, 2008),
Mercury (Macrae et al., 2008).

Figure 3
Arene–perfluoroarene quadrupolar interactions as observed in BICVUE01 (a) and TRANSazo (b). The red dots denote the centroids of the aromatic
rings.



bond-donating capability, a long lifetime of the cis-isomer, and

a long aliphatic chain which typically promotes the appear-

ance of liquid-crystal phases. The molecule crystallizes in the

P�11 space group with the azo group exclusively adopting the

trans-configuration (Fig. 3b). The two benzene rings are not

coplanar and the angle between them is 9.71 (6)�.

The crystal packing is mainly driven by two kinds of inter-

molecular interactions. One of them is the arene–perfluoro-

arene quadrupolar interaction that occurs between molecules

in neighboring planes. The observed distance between the

centroids of the fluorinated and non-fluorinated rings is

3.72 (1) Å, very close to that of the benzene–hexa-

fluorobenzene dimer (Fig. 3a; Williams et al., 1992). This

interaction may be strong, 25.54 kJ mol�1 for the benzene–

hexafluorobenzene adduct (Řezáč et al., 2012), and is very

useful in crystal engineering (Salonen et al., 2011), as well as in

liquid-crystal self-assembly (Kishikawa, 2012). It is interesting

to observe that the similarities in the crystals packing of the

TRANSazo and the benzene–hexafluorobenzene dimer

BICVUE01 also extend to the arrangement of the aromatic

rings in neighboring planes as depicted in Fig. 4.

Secondly, the molecular arrangement is promoted by the

H9� � �F1(�x;�y;�z) hydrogen bond having the following

geometrical parameters: C� � �F distance of 3.1477 (17) Å; C—

H� � �F angle of 118.03 (8)�, which appear to be very similar in

both structures (Fig. 4). In addition, the iodofluorinated ring

further interacts with other neighboring molecules. Specifi-

cally, two F atoms show weak hydrogen-bond contacts with H

atoms located at the terminal part

of the aliphatic chains and the I

atom points toward the methyl unit

on the translated molecules

(�4þ x; y;�1þ z). Finally, the

crystal packing is stabilized by

several C—H(aliph)� � �C—H(aliph)

interactions that induce the segre-

gation of neighboring aliphatic

chains from the azobenzene cores

(Fig. 5). We have recently observed

a similar segregation of aliphatic

moieties from aromatic cores in a

co-crystal structure where the

TRANSazo molecule is combined

with a 4,40-alkoxystilbazole deriva-

tive (Fernandez-Palacio, Poutanen

et al., 2016), shown to be important

when developing materials posses-

sing liquid-crystalline properties

(Tschierske, 2012). In the present

structure, the I atom is not involved

in any particular intermolecular

interaction, and even the electron-

rich N atoms of the azo-group are

non-interacting, as derived by

metric analysis. In contrast, the

CISazo structure is profoundly

influenced by iodine–nitrogen

interactions, as described below.

3.2. Structural analysis of CISazo

The CISazo molecule is a meta-

stable isomer of the TRANSazo

molecule and its lifetime (ca

12 days in DMF solution),

increased by fluorination, was long

enough to allow us to prepare the

cis single crystals and study their

structural properties by X-ray

diffraction analysis. Recently, the

structures of some fluorinated cis-

halogen bonding
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Figure 5
A view along the c axis of the overall packing of TRANSazo molecules, showing the segregation of the
aliphatic regions (depicted in blue) from the aromatic cores (depicted in red).

Figure 4
The arrangement of the aromatic rings is similar in TRANSazo (a) and in BICVUE01 (b). The red dots
denote the centroids of the aromatic rings. The CD distance is 6.82 (1) Å and the AB distance is
6.85 (2) Å. The view is along the c axis. H� � �F hydrogen bonds are denoted with dotted blue lines.

Figure 6
(a) The N� � �I halogen bond between the I atom and an N atom in the azo group; (b) the electrostatic
potential of CISazo computed at 0.001 a.u. of the electron density contour. Negative potential areas
colored in red–yellow, positive potential areas colored in blue–cyan.



azobenzenes have been reported (Bushuyev, Corkery et al.,

2014; Bushuyev, Tomberg et al., 2014), however, these papers

concentrate solely on symmetrically substituted azobenzenes

that lack long alkyl chains. This usually simplifies the crystal-

lization process, but does not allow to infer the role of inter-

actions that do not involve the aromatic moieties in the crystal

packing. We address this issue in our analysis. The CISazo form

crystallizes in the P21/c space group with the azo group

quantitatively adopting the cis-form. The overall packing of

the CISazo molecule features several differences compared

with the TRANSazo. The most significant difference seems to

be the presence of halogen bonding between the I atom in the

tetrafluorophenyl ring and one of the N atoms of the azo

moiety of another molecule in the same plane (Fig. 6a). The

N� � �I distance is 2.995 (2) Å, corresponding to a 16% reduc-

tion in the sum of the van der Waals radii of I and N (Bondi,

1964) and the C—I� � �N angle is approximately 170.2 (1)�. The

adopted cis-form makes the nitrogen lone pair more accessible

to interact with the Lewis-acidic I atom, transforming the azo

unit into a fairly good halogen-bond acceptor (Fig. 6a). This

contact is quite short and comparable to the similar ones

reported in the literature, for instance in the complex between

in diazobicyclooctane and CBr4 (Blackstock & Kochi, 1987) or

in a metal–organic coordination polymer (Fernandez-Palacio,

Saccone et al., 2016). The strength of the observed halogen

bonding has been estimated by theoretical calculations at the

density functional theory level to be around 18.34 kJ mol�1.

The effectiveness of the I atom as a halogen-bond donor is

further highlighted by the molecular electrostatic potential of

CISazo (Fig. 6b), where the positive �-hole on the I atom

located on the extension of the C—I bond (Politzer et al.,

2007), and the negative area asso-

ciated with the lone pairs of the azo

group, are clearly evident.

Similar to the TRANSazo deri-

vative, in the packing of CISazo a

strong tendency of the aliphatic

chains towards phase segregation is

observed (Fig. 7a). Conversely, no

arene–perfluoroarene quadrupolar

interactions are detected (Fig. 7b).

These observations highlight that

the halogen-bonding contacts and

the segregation of the alkyl chains

cooperatively stabilize the mole-

cular packing of the CISazo mole-

cule.

Defining the two planes

containing either aromatic rings, a

tilt angle of 61.66 (12)� is observed

between them. Due to the tilting of the rings, one of the ortho-

substituents in both rings is located quite close to the ipso-

carbon of the adjacent ring. The distance between one of the

ortho-fluorines and the ipso-carbon is 2.839 (4) Å, which is less

than the sum of their van der Waals radii (3.17 Å). The same

holds for the distance between one of the ortho-H atoms and

the ipso-carbon (2.501 Å; the sum of the vdW radii is 2.90 Å).

In fact, the QTAIM analysis (Bader, 1991) shows two unusual

bond critical points, indicating a bonding interaction between

the ortho-substituents and the ipso-C atoms (Fig. 8). Inter-

acting quantum atom (IQA; Blanco et al., 2005; Francisco et

al., 2006) analysis was performed to further study these

bonding interactions.

The most relevant values of the QTAIM and IQA analyses

are presented in Table 2. The small, positive values for the

electron densities (	) and the Laplacians of the electron

densities (r2	) at the aforementioned bond critical points

indicate that the interactions are of weak, closed-shell type.

The negative interaction energies (Einter) suggest that the

interactions are stabilizing, and that the C� � �F interaction is

halogen bonding
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Figure 8
QTAIM analysis of the CISazo molecule. Bond critical points are shown as
green dots.

Table 2
IQA and QTAIM analysis.

Interaction 	(BCP) r
2	(BCP) Einter Ecl Ex

C� � �F 0.0108 0.0470 �24.10 �19.89 �4.21
C� � �H 0.0133 0.0472 �5.08 �1.76 �3.32

Figure 7
(a) Two-dimensional (along the b axis), and (b) three-dimensional view of the crystals packing of CISazo.
The segregation of the aliphatic chains (blue) from the aromatic regions (red) is evident from (a),
furthermore, the perfluorinated rings do not closely interact with the non-fluorinated rings as depicted in
(b).



significantly stronger than the C� � �H interaction. The inter-

action energies have been further divided into electrostatic

(Ecl) and exchange (Ex) components. A comparison of the

components show that the stabilizing energy of the C� � �F

interaction is mainly due to the classical electrostatic, or

Coulombic, energy component with only a small contribution

from the exchange energy component. The energy of the much

weaker C� � �H interaction, however, is mainly due to the

exchange energy component. Even if further studies are

needed to support this claim, we believe that such stabilizing

C� � �F interactions play an important role in dictating the

unprecedented stability of the cis-forms of fluorinated

azobenzenes (Bléger et al., 2012; Knie et al., 2014).

4. Conclusions

We have reported the crystal structures of trans- and cis-

isomers of a fluorinated azobenzene shown in Fig. 1. The

analysis of their structures in the solid state revealed an

arrangement of the molecules that is profoundly different for

the two isomers. In the cis-isomer structure, halogen bonding

between neighboring molecules provides a stabilizing contri-

bution to the overall packing, while in the trans-isomer, a

major contribution is given by arene–perfluoroarene quad-

rupolar interactions. Our investigation is a step towards more

comprehensive understanding of the role of non-covalent

interactions in driving the crystal packing of metastable

isomers of photoresponsive molecules, paving the way towards

devising photomobile crystals of fluorinated azobenzenes

bearing long alkyl chains.
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